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Five Tried and True Sales Secrets
Presented By:

Vince DiCecco
Your Personal Business Trainer

Wisdom About Selling

“The price at which anything is bought or sold is 
directly related to the ability of the sales 
person to sell” – Larry Steinmetz

“People don’t like to be sold, but they love to 
BUY” – Jeffrey Gitomer

“People buy from people who they like, trust
and with whom it is convenient to do 
business” – YPBT

Customer 
Relationship 
Management 

Intrapreneurship 

Personal Marketing 
Strategies 

Customer Relationship Management
Customer Knowledge

The Sales Conversation
Likeable / Trustworthy / Convenience

Account Management

Intrapreneurship
Mapped Sales Process

Time / Opportunity Management
Attrition Control

Forecasting

Personal Marketing Strategies
Product Knowledge

Branding / Promotion
Pricing Strategy
Defending Price
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Studies Show…
Far and away, what three things separate 
the top 5% of Sales Professionals from all others?
A. Superior product knowledge and experience
B. Ability to ask the right questions and listen intently
C. Ability to keep promises
D. Unyielding motivation for money
E. Selling every day and incredible work ethic
F. Having a strong relationship with customers
G. Knowledge of their market and its “players”
H. Representing a superior offering that sells itself

Listening
Speaking
Writing
Reading

How we spend our time communicating vs. formal education 
in each skill

of Listening
• Patience
• Paraphrasing
• Observable body language
• Who, what, where, when, why, 

how, how often, how much…
• Empathy
• Echoing
• Record key ideas

Secret #1

Opportunity Signals
• Problems: real or perceived

technical or people
• Planned Expansion or Contraction
• Planned Change in Operations
• Recent Change in Decision Maker
• Recent Change in Sales Representative
• Complacency by Incumbent
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Sales Call = Job Interview
• A sales conversation is where fear meets fear
• Ultimately, a buyer will hire the person who will:

– Solve / prevent problems
– Improve productivity, profitability, efficiency
– Reduce risk, exposure, liability
– Save them money
– Make life simpler; reduce stress
– Be easy to do business with

• RIGHT NOW!!

Adopt a Bicycle-Built-for-Two Mentality
• Pilot / Captain

– Steers
– Warns the stoker of 

turns, obstacles, etc.

• Stoker
– Provides propulsion
– Trusts the pilot

Secret #2

Adopt a Bicycle-Built-for-Two Mentality

• Front seat
– “Steers” the conversation
– If SR occupies it: Ask mostly closed probes to confirm information

-or- “what if…?”probes to explore options
• Back seat

– Provides “propulsion” to the conversation
– If SR occupies it: Ask mostly open probes to uncover new information

• What’s the right ratio? Who takes which seat?

During every sales conversation

Adopt a Bicycle-Built-for-Two Mentality 
on all sales calls

Do this… or this… Not this.
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What to Ask About and Listen for…
“The Need Behind the Need”

Before introducing any features or benefits, ask enough questions to have a…
• CLEAR

– Specifically what is relevant to the client
– Why it’s important

• COMPLETE
– All needs and circumstances uncovered
– Priority of importance

• MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING
– Confirmed with the prospect

Under-Promise and Over-Deliver
Examples Where We Typically Fall Short

• Our Voice Mail Greetings
– “…as soon as possible.”

• Delivery Dates
– “…3 to 5 days.”

• The Draw Poker Braggard 
– Showing the Full House…

when 3-of-a-kind or 2-pair would’ve won anyway

Secret #3

Secret #4

• If most of the policies and procedures of a business are 
written for the convenience of the people who work there, 
the business is  NOT “Customer Centric"

• Use wise discretion when enforcing policy
– Deposits on orders—typically 50%

– Charges for quotes

– Return policy, ROI and Guarantees

Make the sales experience enjoyable, 
memorable and convenient

Conduct Voice of the Customer Surveys

• If you were running our company, what would you have us:
– Start doing
– Keep doing
– Stop doing

• What is the #1 reason why you choose to
do business with us? (Check only one)

• Ask for referrals and testimonials often
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Solicit Testimonials and Word of Mouth Referrals
Referrals: Most frequently 

mentioned in industry surveys
75% of SRs don’t have current 

portfolio of testimonials
Ideal frequency to solicit: 

every 6 months
Plan to ask for them during slow 

months

Framed letters  
“Portfolio of Fame”

Scrapbook of photos 
of satisfied clients

Thank you phone calls 

Become an accomplished Intrapreneur
For the Sales Professional, Intrapreneurship:

• means being ACCOUNTABLE for

• EVERYTHING that happens
(and doesn’t happen)

• regarding their assigned
RESPONSIBILITIES, TERRITORY and/or 
CUSTOMER BASE.

Secret #5

The Five Simple Sales Truths
• Eventually, every customer I have 

will eventually quit or fire me
• Most new contacts will never 

become customers…ever
• If they don’t call me, they don’t need me
• Time is not on my side
• I’m only as good as 

my next scheduled appointment

“The Secret Formula”

$ $ $ = Q N A
$$$ = Endless $ales $uccess, Fame & Fortune

Q = the Quality of your sales calls

N = the Number of sales calls one makes

A = Allocation of time with the right people at the right time
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Intraprenuership
• Designate your current customers into 

A-B-C accounts; calculate $ per service hour
• List, classify and map all active prospects into 

Hot, Interested, Qualified Prospects and Suspects
• Start every day with a sales call (or two)
• End every day with a sales call (including Friday afternoons)

Developing the Sales Pipeline

Hot 
Prospects

Interested 
Prospects

Qualified
Prospects

Opportunity 
Suspects

Goal: Close 
## new 
account 
each month

New 
Account/ 
Contract

AC
TI

VE
ST

AL
LE

D

Example of Daily Point System

• 3 pts: Call on HP
• Bonus 2 pts: If closed
• 2 pts: Call on IP
• 1 pt: Call on QP
• ½ pt: Call on Suspect,

or Email
• Bonus ½ pt: If next 

appointment set

• 2 pts: Call on ‘A’ Client
• 1 pt: Call on ‘B’ Client
• 0 pts: Call on ‘C’ Client

Prospective / Add-on Calls Current Customer Calls

Daily Goal: 12 points

Pre-Call Planning
• Have a written call objective 

(observable; involves customer commitment)
• Have a time-bound agenda that includes value 

to the client. (Ask yourself, “Why should they 
invest time to meet with me? To buy from us?”)

• Needs analysis questions to ask
• Something to show / leave
• Points of difference vs. competition
• Dollarization summary of your proposal vs. their current situation
• Closing strategies
• Anticipated concerns, objections, surprises
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"Every morning in Africa, a gazelle wakes up. It knows 
it must run faster than the fastest lion or it will be 

killed. 
Every morning, a lion wakes up. It knows it must 

outrun the slowest gazelle or it will starve to death. 

It doesn't matter whether you think you are a lion or 
a gazelle...when the sun comes up, you'd better be 

running."

Recap: Key Takeaways: 
“The Five Secrets”

• Become a POWER Listener 
• Adopt a “Bicycle-Built-for-Two” Mentality on sales calls
• Build up your Trustworthiness by keeping your promises
• Make doing business with you convenient, pleasurable 

and memorable
• Become an accomplished Intrapreneur

Thank you for attending!
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